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Abstract

Adaptive software systems need to be capable of multiple behaviours for fulfilling their requirements, so that if one behaviour fails, the system can adapt to an alternative. The most important question then in engineering such systems is: how do we design and implement systems that are capable of fulfilling their requirements in multiple ways? What are the concepts in terms of which such systems are conceived, designed and implemented? What are the adaptation mechanisms through which an adaptive system monitors its behaviour, determines root causes for failing requirements and selects a suitable adaptation?

The presentation reviews answers we have given to some of these questions in the PhD theses of Vitor Souza and Kostas Angelopoulos (ongoing), also some of the open questions that constitute our current research agenda.
Engineering Adaptive Software Systems

All Engineering disciplines are about concepts, tools and techniques for building systems of some sort.

Our task then is to come up with such concepts, tools and techniques for building adaptive software systems (ADSSs).

So, for each item on our agenda, we want to discuss what are the new concepts, tools and techniques.
What is special about ADSSs?

- More specifically, why can’t we just use vanilla SE techniques?
- Baseline assumption: They are special, have a distinctive architecture that “separates concerns” between the base system and the adaptation mechanism (feedback/MAPE loop).
Q1: What requirements lead to a MAPE?

Some answers:

- Awareness requirements [Souza11]
  “Requirement R will not fail >3 times/mo”

- Evolution requirements [Souza12]
  “If R fails >3 times/mo, change it to R-”

- Adaptation requirements [Angelopoulos14]
  “Adaptations should not affect non-failing requirements”

- Contextual requirements [Ali10]
  “R is a requirement only in context C”

For each such requirement, we need a MAPE loop that monitors-analyzes-plans-executes.

In all cases, we need tools and techniques for dealing with each proposed new class of requirements.
Q2: What do runtime reqs look like?

Some answers:

- They consist of hierarchies of goal and their instances capturing state, history and behaviour [Dalpiaz13].
- Fuzzy runtime requirements models [Baresi10];
- Runtime requirements models for reflection [Bencomo10];
- ...

This is a critical issue because monitoring is rendered intractable and non-scalable for an over-expressive runtime requirements modeling language.
Q3: What failures trigger adaptation?

Some answers:

- Failures of requirements [Souza11]  “Requirement R will not fail >3 times/mo”
- Faults of the system (bugs/hardware breakdowns/...) [Wang07]
- Changes of context [Ali10] ???
- ...

A good answer here would account for many of the situations where adaptation is needed.
Q4: Diagnosing the problem

A failure is often a symptom not the problem; e.g., if meeting scheduling is failing more than 3 times/mo (symptom), this may be due to too few meeting rooms, or overbooked participants.

We need to be able to get to the “root causes” of a failure and decide on an adaptation accordingly.

Some answers:

- Use AI diagnostic techniques [Wang07]
- ... (many others)

Diagnosis constitutes a form of abductive reasoning and is therefore intractable. In Wang’s work the tool she built proved to be scalable.
Q5: Systems with large adaptation spaces

An adaptation space includes all possible adaptations supported by a given ADSS. The larger it is, the better!

For example, in Vitor’s thesis he used requirements (goal) models extended with control variables to define an adaptation space for an ADSS [Souza11].

Rainbow, on the other hand, defines an adaptation space in terms of what changes can be made to the ADSS architecture, e.g., add a server if performance deteriorates.

Possible further answers: [Angelopoulos15], see presentation this afternoon.

This issue bears striking resemblance to the problem of designing large variability spaces for product families.
Q6: Dealing with multiple failures

An adaptation that deals with one problem may interfere with adaptations that deal with others.

Possible answers:

✓ Rules, as in “If R1 and R2 are failing do A” [Garlan06]
✓ Qualitative reasoning [Angelopoulos14]
✓ ...

Using if-then rules can lead to an exponential number of rules. Qualitative reasoning does better, relying on adaptation requirements that define policies such as “If an adaptation A for problem P interferes with another problem P’, don’t use it”.
Q7: When can you reconfigure the system?

Remember, we are talking about a running system that needs to be changed to a new configuration and with new values for its control variables.

Possible answers:

- Kramer et al [Kramer90]
- Ghezzi et al [XiaoxingMa11]
- ...

/* I’m not very familiar with this one ...);}
Q8: Optimizations for adaptation reqs

In general, there are many adaptations that meet all the constraints at-hand, so we need additional constraints.

Some requirements call for optimizing some objective function(s), e.g., “Minimize meeting management costs while restoring R within 2mo”, where R := “Meeting scheduling won’t fail >3 times/mo”.

Now, you can’t just assign 100 new rooms for meetings, which will solve the problem immediately but at great cost.

The problem here is that we don’t know how to do SAT-based and optimization-based reasoning together.

Possible answers:

✓ Use latest results from the Automated Reasoning community, maybe [Sebastiani15] ...

✓ ???
Q9: The identification problem for ADSSs

In order to choose among possible adaptations, you need to know the impact each one of them will have on the failing requirement(s).

For example, to restore “Meeting scheduling won’t fail >3 times/mo”, we’d like to know by how much we’ll reduce failure rates for each added meeting room.

Possible answers:

- Guestimate qualitative “differential relations” [Souza11b]
- Use case-based reasoning [Qian14].
- Learn the relations over time.
- ...
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Q10: Full adaptation$^1$

With the exception of evolution requirements, all the research questions discussed so far assume and/or adopt an “invariant requirements” assumption.

Can we develop techniques that allow requirements to evolve due to failures in ways unanticipated at design time?

A (very) preliminary answer: [Sabatucci15] proposes to use AI planning and domain knowledge to propose new requirements at run-time (best paper award, SEAMS 2015).

---

$^1$ See Jeff Kramer’s excellent keynote talk at SEAMS 2015.
Conclusions

I have tried to summarize some of the major research questions we encountered in our research on ADSSs over the past decade.

Unlike Mathematics where a solution to an open problem “closes” the problem, in Engineering many solutions are welcome until one is found that is good enough for practice.

There is room for more solutions for all ten of the questions discussed here ...
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